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Roots of CZ-US relations  

On July 4, 1928 a bronze statue 
of Woodrow Wilson was erected 
in front of the Prague main rail sta-
tion. There was not only a foreign 
policy of Wilson but also a remarka-
ble dose of Jeffersonian inspiration 
at the cradle of the Czechoslovak 
Republic in 1918. Founder of inde-
pendent Czechoslovakia Tomáš Gar-
rigue Masaryk noted: “I devoted 
much time thinking to the idea that 
the Czechoslovak state would resem-
ble America in that we too have no 
dynasty of our own and dislike      
foreign dynasty”1. As Czech historian 
Pavel Kosatík recently pointed out: 
“President Masaryk has brought 
a piece of the US to his countrymen”. 
Therefore, it was quite symbolic that 
- on the occasion of the first ever visit 
of the US President to Prague in No-
vember 1990 - George H.W. Bush 
unveiled a plaque commemorating 
Wilson's words: “The world must be 
made safe for democracy”. He spoke 
about Europe whole and free 
and spoke of the high costs of the US 
isolationism after the First World 
War. Asmus &Vondra have captured 
the prevailing opinion: “In Central 
European eyes, it was America’s re-
treat from European politics 
in the 1920s that paved the way for 
the rise of Hitler and Stalin and the 
eventual destruction of their inde-

                                                           
1 Vondra, Alexandr and Asmus, Ronald, D ‘ The 

origins of the atlanticism in Central and Eastern 

Europe’, Cambridge Review of International 

Affairs, Volume 18, Number 2, July 2005 

pendence”. Clearly, the destruction 
of Czechoslovakia in 1938-9 was 
marked by the absence of US foreign 
policy in Europe. By the same token, 
US involvement in the European 
battlefield played an indispensable 
role in the liberation of Western 
Europe from Nazi rule.  

However, a demarcation line be-
tween US and Soviet zones - only 
a part of western Bohemia was liber-
ated by General Patton's 3rd US Army 
- conceded Czechoslovakia to the 
Soviet sphere of influence and thus 
sealed its geopolitical fate for more 
than four decades. A rejection 
of the Marshall Plan by the Czecho-
slovak government upon Stalin's 
request in 1947 and communist coup 
d'etat in February 1948 were just 
bitter consequences of Yalta. 
Thus, US postwar policy towards the 
region was again shaped by realpoli-
tik and consisted of a defense com-
mitment to Western Europe and 
a recognition of the Soviet sphere 
of influence in the Eastern part. 
That was a bitter pill to Hungary 
in 1956 and to Czechoslovakia 
in 1968. 

What were the expectations in 
early 90s?  

Democratic revolutions in Central 
Europe aimed at abandoning 
the bonds of past totalitarian regime 
and providing more political 
and economic liberties guaranteed 
by rule of law. Solidarity and alliance 
among democratic states in defense 
of common values is believed 
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to provide a necessary institutional 
counterweight to coalitions of op-
pressive regimes. It can be based 
only on the prevailing belief within 
democratic nations that free society 
provides more opportunities as well 
as security and rights to its citizens 
than any other form of government. 
Successful transformation into sus-
tainable liberal democracy based 
on rule of law and market economy 
would provide another proof of via-
bility of this model and thus vindicate 
a non-isolationist strand of US policy. 

New political elites in Central Europe 
have been deeply convinced that 
a new order in our region should be 
based on a strong Transatlantic bond 
with the US which has never had - 
unlike ‘other powers’ - hegemonic 
ambitions in Europe. 

After the fall of Iron Curtain in 1989 
Czech political leaders were adamant 
in their opinion that continuing US 
engagement in Europe is                
fundamentally in Czech strategic 
interest.    President Václav Havel, 
the first statesman from the former 
Soviet-bloc to visit NATO HQ, was 
tireless in arguing for NATO's contin-
ued relevance after the end of the 
Cold War. He said “It is only now that 
the Alliance has a chance to become 
exactly what the Washington Treaty 
meant it to be--an open alliance of all 
democratic countries in the Euro-
Atlantic region, protecting its area 
and its shared values.”2 

As our history has shown, defending 
democracy is the primary responsibil-
ity for ourselves. After 1989, we have 
embraced our responsibility 
for political-economic transformation 

                                                           
2 NATO: The Safeguard of Stability and Peace In 

the Euro-Atlantic Region, V. Havel's Speech at 

NATO Workshop On Political-Military Decision 

Making, Warsaw, Poland 19-23 June 1996 

of our society. At the same time - 
together with our neighbors - we 
sought to become a firm part of the 
family of democratic nations with-
in Euro-Atlantic institutions (EU, 
NATO).  Pursuing goals like with-
drawal of Soviet troops from Central 
Europe, dissolution of the Warsaw 
Pact and active efforts to join NATO 
were key elements of our quest for 
a post-Cold War Security system 
in Europe. It was the lesson of 1938 
to seek reliable alliances with free 
nations. Therefore, the primary ob-
jective of Czech security policy has 
been to keep American commit-
ments to Europe alive and credi-
ble. In January 1994, President Clin-
ton when meeting presidents of as-
pirant V4 countries was quite ambig-
uous: “While the Partnership is not 
NATO membership, neither is it a 
permanent holding room.” Without 
a strategic vision and the determina-
tion of NATO enlargement support-
ers (e.g. New Atlantic Initiative) 
to win the argument over skeptics 
and realists, this aim would have 
never been achieved. 

What have we achieved? 

A quarter of a century after 1989 it is 
worth recalling key milestones 
on our road to and together 
with NATO.  

The first political debate was about 
the continuing relevance of NATO 
after the fall of the Iron Curtain. 
It was not obvious to everyone that 
NATO as a formal defense alliance 
of democratic nations maintained its 
role in the post-Cold War environ-
ment. In 1991 Czechoslovak NBC 
battalion took part in the US led De-
sert Storm operation to liberate Ku-
wait from Iraqi occupation by Sad-
dam Hussein. Though NATO was not 
involved, NATO nations were core 
contributors of the operation.  

In the 90s Czechs contributed 
to peacekeeping efforts in the Bal-
kans under the UN flag and then 
in partnership with NATO in SFOR. 
The Czech Republic could not stand 
aside as a mere consumer of securi-
ty. In the end, only NATO - as a key 
security provider in Europe - was 
able to stop a lengthy and bloody 
conflict in former Yugoslavia. 
The participation in missions has 
played an important role in the US 
Senate debate about our accession 
to NATO in late 90s.  

Since 1999 we have been a responsi-
ble member of western community 
and reliable ally. During the first 
years in NATO, from Kosovo through 
Afghanistan to Iraq, a prevailing 
mode of US-Czech cooperation with-
in the Alliance was rather event-
driven. In March 1999, only two 
week after our accession                
into the Alliance, Czech commitment 
to common purpose was tested 
in a heated government and parlia-
mentary debate to approve NATO 
Operation Allied Force against 
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
Our accession was thus marked by 
divisive domestic debate about legit-
imacy and legality of NATO action. 
Even after a decade long experience 
of bloodshed in Balkan wars, there 
were reservations about the use 
of force among some politicians. 

Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 
the fundamentals of our alliance with 
the US have been tested. Paradoxi-
cally, utility of NATO has been 
somewhat questioned by the US 
decision to build a coalition 
of the willing in Operation Enduring 
Freedom instead of NATO. The US-
led invasion of Iraq in 2003 led 
to an artificial division to “old” and 
“new” Europe. The Czech Republic 
stood by the US - along with Hunga-
ry, Poland, Denmark, Italy, Portugal, 
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Spain and Britain –Czech President 
Havel signed the ‘letter of eight’3 
to call for European unity in the Se-
curity Council on the enforcement 
of UNSC Resolution 1441. 

The Czech Republic proved to be 
a reliable ally of the US in operations 
in Afghanistan. The Czech Army took 
part in operations in Afghanistan 
without any caveats. For more 
than 5 years Czechs had their own 
reconstruction teams (PRT) in Logar, 
provided air transport and trained 
Afghan helicopter pilots both in Af-
ghanistan and the Czech Republic; 
Czech special forces conducted coun-
terterrorism operations and mentor-
ing and training in Helmand, Wardak 
and Jalalabad.  

A Quest for a Strategic Bond 

It was clear from the outset that 
bilateral Czech-US relations (clearly 
asymmetrical in terms of Realpolitik) 
should be anchored in a proven 
framework of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. There were no 
illusions that outside of NATO we 
could build a strategic relationship 
between superpower and a small 
land-locked state in Central Europe. 
At the same time efforts were made 
to define strategic niches to foster 
links that “would not be broken”. 
In the 90s the Czech government 
actively sought US investment into 
strategic sectors like telecommunica-
tion (Bell), energy (Westinghouse, 
Conoco), defense (Boeing).  

Aero-Boeing and L-159 aircraft 

In April 1995 72 L-159s trainer/light 
attack developed together with Boe-
ing were ordered by the Czech Air 
Force. In 1998 Boeing acquired a 35% 

                                                           
3 
Europe and America Must Stand United, 

The Times, London, January 30, 2003 

share in Aero Vodochody (reportedly 
hoping the investment would boost 
Boeing's chance to sell more planes 
to Czech Airlines). However, after six 
years, in 2004, Boeing pulled out its 
share of Aero which was labeled 
as “the bankrupt Czech aircraft man-
ufacturer”. Though Boeing did not 
demand $39 million in compensation 
from the Czech government in ex-
change for its departure, it did not 
live up to its commitment to contin-
ue to support it by helping with 
worldwide sale of L - 159 aircraft 
(equipped with US avionics and thus 
subject to export license require-
ments from US authorities). 

Boeing as a strategic investor in Aero 
failed to fulfill high expectations 
to offset subcontracts to the Czech 
industry and to establish strategic 
cooperation with the US defense 
aircraft industry beyond subcontracts 
from US companies (e.g. Sikorski). 

 

The Case of Temelín 

Following a modernization of reac-
tors at the Temelín nuclear power 
plant by Westinghouse in 90s, a pub-
lic tender to build two additional 
reactors in Temelín was seen as 
a strategic one for the nuclear indus-
try in Europe and even more broadly. 
After Fukushima and with Germany 
phasing-out nuclear - with few ex-
ceptions (Finland, UK) almost no new 
reactors are being built in Europe.  

Nevertheless, on April 9, 2014 
the Czech government decided not 
to provide price or any financial 
guarantees to building new blocks in 
Temelin. The economic rationale 
for rescinding the project is based 
on low distribution prices of electrici-
ty combined with a lack of political 
will to spend taxpayers’ money in yet 
another price scheme of energy sub-
sidies. Subsequently, the ČEZ Board 

of Directors called off the tender 
and thus put development of new 
blocks on hold. Another lost oppor-
tunity for boosting US-Czech partner-
ship since it has been considered as 
a potential kernel of strategic Czech-
US cooperation while providing 
strong impulse for multiple offset 
possibilities in research and civilian 
nuclear applications.  

Is there a possibility Czechs and 
Americans could develop strategic 
cooperation in security and defense? 
Some say such strategic opportunity 
has been lost in air defense pro-
curement. Although the Czech      
Republic has chosen to lease 
BAE/Saab JAS Grippen supersonic 
jets instead of a US platform          
(e.g. Poland has opted for F-16s), 
their current equipment (Link-16, 
refueling capability, etc) allows for 
close bilateral cooperation in joint 
exercises and various joint missions 
(air policing, tactical support, etc) as 
we suggest further. 

BMD and Strategic Dialogue  

Throughout the time, the Czech side 
has been seeking a specific bilateral 
security-defense project with the US. 
Therefore, when approached 
by the US to be part of the project 
of Ballistic Missile Defense, it was 
embraced with no hesitation. It was 
seen as the ‘first real offer’ to do 
something on Czech territory 
with Americans after Czech entry 
to NATO. It was seen as an            
opportunity to co-operate 
with America in an area that the 
Americans consider strategically 
important. 

The Czech government has taken 
talks about the BMD European archi-
tecture as a unique opportunity 
to build around it a strategic dia-
logue, thus creating a sort of ‘special 
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relationship’ with the US. There was 
a debate whether the project should 
be part on a bilateral security ar-
rangement between the US 
or the Czech Republic should adopt 
a much more multi-lateral approach 
under the NATO framework. 
The process of 'NATO-isation' of BMD 
was officially confirmed by the Bu-
charest NATO Summit Final Declara-
tion in April 2008. 

Central European leaders' worries 
about President Obama’s policies 
towards the region were embodied 
by the letter to the Obama admin-
istration. The motivation of its signa-
tories was to keep the US engaged 
in Europe and to keep Central Europe 
on America’s list of priorities.  

In his Prague speech in April 2009 
President Obama explicitly welcomed 
that “The Czech Republic and Poland 
have been courageous in agreeing 
to host a defense against these mis-
siles.” Nevertheless, already 
in September 2009 he announced 
the Missile Defense project cancelled 
and transformed into European 
Phased Adaptive Approach (EPAA) 
with no specific role for the Czech 
Republic. Instead, the US proposed 
to the Czech Republic to host a sym-
bolic Shared Early Warning Centre 
which was designed as a few termi-
nals jointly manned by the US and 
Russia monitoring BMD. After serious 
considerations it was rejected by the 
Czech government as a sheer “conso-
lation prize” for cancellation 
of ground-based radar deployment.  

In October 2009 Vice-President Joe 
Biden came to the Czech Republic 
on a damage-control trip to reassure 
concerned Czechs about America’s 
commitment to the region. One 
of the key aims of the trip was to 
encourage these countries to “be-
come partners rather than protégées 

of the United States”. However 
the role of partners still requires that 
the US takes Czech and CEE interests 
into account when making decisions. 
The Czech Republic will not be 
a satisfied partner if the US continues 
to prioritize relations with Russia 
over Central Europe. The so called 
"reset with Russia" did not bring any 
positive results in relations with 
the Russian Federation and created 
significant worries among Central 
European atlanticists. 

In 2010-11, in the spirit of Vice-
President Biden’s call for Central 
European Allies to contribute more 
to common challenges in areas other 
than BMD, Czech MFA and MOD 
came up with concrete proposals of 
a substantial nature, e.g. triangular 
projects of US-Czech cooperation 
in building helicopter capacity 
of the Afghan National Army. 
But these proposals were not em-
braced by the US administration 
which did not even respond to them. 

Reality check – where are we now 
in security and defense coopera-
tion? 

After failure to develop a big strate-
gic project should we 'realistically' 
focus on collecting small pieces 
of outlays left from the period 
of BMD negotiations? 

IT research cooperation under 
the Office of Naval Research (ONR) 
seems not to have developed to-
wards a permanent institutional 
bond. Another important agreement 
facilitating Research, Development, 
Testing & Evaluation (RDTE) was 
signed in June 2010. So far, only one 
project has been realized within 
the framework. In April 2012, Recip-
rocal Defense Procurement Agree-
ment (RDPA) was concluded. Again, 
it remains to be seen whether 

and how the Czech and US compa-
nies will be able to utilize it. 

What kind of niche capabilities 
and competitive edges are available 
to be developed in the US-Czech 
bilateral format?  

The Case of Bio-Defense Facility 
Těchonín 

Following 9/11 the Czech Army has 
developed a unique bio-defense 
facility in Těchonín certified 
for biosafety level 3 & 4 conditions 
(one of the rare BSL 4 laboratory 
in Europe). Its Specialised Infection 
Hospital for persons affected 
with dangerous or exotic infections 
is equipped with laboratories 
for diagnostics of selected biological 
agents. Though it is a part 
of the Integrated Rescue System 
of the Czech Republic and of NATO 
biological defense system, it has not 
been fully used and created. So far all 
efforts to mutualize this capability 
within NATO have failed. If there are 
no other stakeholders, it would be 
only a matter of time when the Czech 
government decides to shut down 
the facility and thus to “bury” the 
investment amounting to 100 million 
USD. 

The CBRN defense is one 
of our niche capabilities. The Czech 
Republic runs NATO Joint Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear 
Defence Centre of Excellence (JCBRN 
CoE) in Vyškov and belongs among 
the most active Allies in training 
of NATO partners (Jordan). However, 
Czechs have not taken part in de-
commissioning of Syrian chemical 
weapons because of missing capabil-
ity to destroy chemical agents. 
In November 2013, the Czech gov-
ernment provided to OPCW a rela-
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tively modest4 financial contribution 
of 100.000 EUR to this purpose. 
The CBRN capability should be    
further developed in cooperation 
with the US and other Allies 
in the region (Germany) and focused 
on providing assistance to NATO 
partners (e.g. in the Middle East).  

The Czech Republic is one 
of the  leading nations specialized 
in training and modernizing Soviet 
Mi-17 type helicopters (recently 
for the Afghan National Army).     
Multinational Aviation Training Cen-
tre (MATC) is one of the projects 
with the potential for growth 
and opportunities for the Czech de-
fense industry. It could and should be 
further developed into regional Tac-
tical Simulation Training Centre. 

In 2012, Czech MOD suggested regu-
lar exercises to be conducted 
in Czech military areas with participa-
tion of the US rotational force 
in Europe (e.g. joint exercises of the 
Czech Air Force with the US Air De-
tachment). To these ends, the Czech 
and US governments should explore 
the possibility to conclude Status 
of Forces agreement (SOFA) in addi-
tion to existing Supplemental 
Agreement to the Paris Protocol with 
SHAPE and HQ SACT, which will pro-
vide additional status coverage 
to U.S. personnel during exercises 
in the Czech Republic. In combination 
with more intense regional defense 
cooperation (within V4 and more 
broadly), this would be a reasonable 
contribution to NATO's credible de-
terrence, rapid reaction and contin-
gency capabilities. 

 

 

                                                           
4 e.g. in comparison to other Allies contributions, 

let alone non-allied Switzerland's 400.000 EUR 

Conclusions 

“It is a danger of a happy civilization 
that the citizen comes to forget that, 
in the last resort, his freedom de-
pends on his fighting worth.“ (André 
Maurois, A History of England, 1937) 

Security and defense is primarily 
about citizens' will and political   
leaders' determination to defend 
values embodied in the constitution-
al order of liberal democracy 
and deter its outside enemies. This is 
only secondarily reflected in alloca-
tion of appropriate resources to this 
purpose. No external alliance could 
be a substitute for this fundamental 
domestic consensus. The scope 
of this paper did not allow for enu-
merating all cases exemplifying that 
the Czech government resisted 
temptations to succumb its long-
term commitments to short term 
political priorities. In order that the 
basis of a consistent and reliable 
policy of the Czech government  
remains unshaken, we need         
sustainable strategic projects in areas 
of security, business and civil society.  

The Czech Republic should continue 
to cultivate public and political sup-
port for defense, contributing 
to NATO collective defense and de-
terrence capabilities. More specifical-
ly we should develop our niche capa-
bilities mentioned above, both 
in bilateral cooperation with the US 
and regional cooperation with our 
neighbors (Germany, Poland and V4 
more broadly). Since 2010 the Czech 
MOD and MFA have been active 
in providing new impulses to boost 
regional defense cooperation among 
Central European states. 
Against the backdrop of regional 
smart defense projects, bilateral ties 
between the US and the Czech Re-
public (as well as with Poland 
and other Central European states) 

are capable of delivering desirable 
multiplication effects in the region.  

As the recent crisis of Russia’s an-
nexation of Crimea has shown, there 
is a window of opportunity to make 
a “visible assurance” reality - as 
envisaged in NATO's 2010 Strategic 
Concept. In practice it means 
strengthening the cohesion 
of the Alliance through building 
NATO's critical infrastructure in Cen-
tral Europe and reliable contingency 
planning. 

After repeated failures to develop 
the US-Czech bilateral projects 
of strategic relevance, we have no 
better proposal than to build on ex-
isting projects however small they 
may seem. In concrete terms 
it means: 

 to develop specific military 
projects in areas with added 
value and potential regional 
outreach in Central Europe 
and beyond (MATC, CBRN) 

 to build a bilateral commitment 
to NATO regional public 
diplomacy (over the years NATO 
Days in Ostrava  attended 
annually by 200.000 participants 
has grown into the biggest 
regional event and the hallmark 
of NATO's purpose) 

 in addition, to make use 
of the presence of RFE/RL 
in Prague and to support 
projects of assistance 
to transforming societies (CCSI, 
CEELI) would provide 
a necessary backbone in joint 
efforts to defend freedom 
in the world 


